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HIV, hepatitis, influenza, the common cold, herpes, Ebola, Hantavirus, West Nile fever, dengue,

TT virus--the viral world keeps posing new major challenges to human health each year. At the

same time as this onslaught of emerging powerful viral infections, our antibiotic arsenals are

losing ground and our immune systems are compromised. Can we handle the next viral

epidemic?Yes, says James Williams, an experienced, credentialled naturopath, acupuncturist,

and expert in traditional Chinese medicine. We can shore up our immune system to handle

current and any future viral infections and not be dependent on conventional vaccinations or

antibiotics to insure our health.In 10 practical steps, Dr. Williams shows how to develop

unassailable viral immunity using natural approaches. If you already have a viral infection,

these steps will help you reverse its effects; if you're concerned about exposure to one in the

future, these steps will give you the keys to prevention. Included in these steps are the best

that natural medicine offers: stress management, enzymes, nutrients, detoxification, oxygen

therapy, immune modulators, hormones, natural antiviral medicines and anti-inflammatory

medicines, Chinese and Western herbs, and more."Viral immunity is without question one of

the most important health issues of this century," says Dr. Williams. "The message of this book

is clear. You can improve your system in general with diet, lifestyle, and natural medicines.

Here you will find natural ways of improving immune function, remedies to treat viral infections,

and suggestions on how to reframe outdated concepts that could otherwise prevent you from

obtaining effective treatment."

"In a world which no longer provides barriers to war, terrorism and pestilence, Viral Immunity

could, literally, save your life." -- Total Health, Volume 27, No.6A guide to improving viral

immunity with natural remedies. Explains natural techniques in building a strong immune

system. -- The Journal of the American Botanical Council, February 2006One of the most

important health issues. Well written, interesting to read, easy to understand, and contains

valuable information. -- Natural Awakenings, January 2006 --This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorDr. J. E. Williams has practiced Oriental Medicine for more than two

decades and is the author of three books. Presently, he is the academic dean at the East West

College of Natural Medicine.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Dan Jones, “Good information. I applied it to myself and I had excellent results.. Invaluable to

anyone wanting to know how viruses work upon your body and what you can do to naturally

fight them. I applied what I needed from the book to myself and I had excellent results. This is

not easy reading and I would not recommend it for someone who is not serious about

educating themselves with some basic biology and scientific information. But it is not a hard

read and is organized well enough to move about in the book if you want. It is somewhat



dated. My Version was 2002. I do not know if the basic science on natural approaches to viral

immunity has changed much in the last 15 years or not. I presume not since most of what I

read on the subject is about pharmaceutical drug therapies.”

S. Walker, “Must have resource for addressing immune system issues. This is the most

comprehensive resource I have seen to date that clearly explains immune system imbalance

issues and provides a very comprehensive set of recommendations for how to resolve

them.This book is a must read for anyone with any type of auto-immune disease, not just those

looking to resolve viral issues.This book understands the connections between the immune

system and the resulting endocrine system imbalance issues that follow including

hypothyroidism, hormone imbalance, fibromyalgia, adrenal fatigue, allergies etc.The most

important message for anyone with any type of auto-immune disease is that you need to

identify and remove the inflammation triggers including infections (viral, bacterial, fungal),

toxins (heavy metals, chemicals), and allergens (food or environmental). Only when you do

this can you begin to get back towards a path for healing.Most people with auto-immune

disease will likely have all of these issues and will need professional help to work through

addressing them.This book provides a comprehensive set of resources in the Appendix

including a list of Doctors who are experts at addressing these types of issues.Auto-immune

disease is a growing epidemic in this country but it is fixable! This book is an incredible

resource and I can't rate it high enough.  The rating should be 10 stars at least.”

seeker of truth, “Good Book to have on shelf for reference.... I 1st became aware of this book

from the library...Checked it out as many times in a row as possible. Decided it was definitely

worthy addition to my way-too-large collection...Look inside & see for yourself.”

june clark hanson, “No one should be without it.. It is down to earth, and everyone should be

informed, with information that you will not get from your average health care provider.

Knowledge, is power. Preventive, practical advice. Preventing viruses, treating them, keeping

immune system strong, to fight off the onset, of them that seems to invade into too many lives.

A reference book that is a necessity in every home. Dr J.E. Williams, is my personal

physician, a world class Doctor with years of research, into natural therapies, that work .June

Hanson”

vincenza, “This book is an excellent resource. I continue to use it to this .... This book is an

excellent resource. I continue to use it to this day. It helped get me started on my healing

quest.”

Peter Uys, “Defeating the virii. This valuable book explores the many natural ways of combating

viral infections. This includes stress management, enzymes, nutrition, detoxification, oxygen

therapies, immune modulators, natural hormones, natural antiviral medicines, anti-

inflammatory medicines and Chinese and Western herbs.Part One looks at viruses, immunity

and evolution and includes a review of the key viral agents and an in-depth look at immunity

and viral disease. Part Two is a 10-step programme to viral immunity. It deals with the immune

enhancing lifestyle, anti-oxidants and oxidative therapies, enzymes, the renewal of cells

through detoxification, natural immune enhancers, natural antiviral alternatives, Chinese

medicine and maintaining the hormonal balance. Homeopathic remedies and nutraceuticals

are also covered in this section.The book concludes with six appendices, a glossary, copious

notes, a bibliography and an index. Viral Immunity is an extensive and well-researched



handbook that provides the very latest information for maintaining a healthy immune system

against viral infections. I highly recommend it.”

Patrick Quillin, “Perhaps our only hope to beat the coming plagues. Dr. James Williams is an

extraordinary health care professional who has written a timely and comprehensive book,

VIRAL IMMUNITY, on how to make your body "bulletproof" against the growing onslaught of

viral infections. Dr. Williams skillfully weaves together his training in Oriental medicine from

China, his 20 years of clinical work helping very sick patients, and the latest references from

scientific journals to offer the reader a practical program for building the immune system to fight

viral and other infections. American taxpayers support the ...annual budget at the National

Institutes of Health, which includes a desperate search for magic bullet drugs against

increasingly more virulent "bugs", or infections. We need to recognize that "non-specific host

defenses" are built from a generally healthy lifestyle, coupled with specific techniques to

support the immune system. As infections have risen back into the 3rd leading cause of death

in America, VIRAL IMMUNITY gives us the answers to preventing and reversing the

bewildering array of infections now found in American hospitals and clinics. With this book, the

reader can use foods, vitamins, herbs, detoxification techniques and stress reduction to

substantially improve the chances for recovering from any infection. It is not a short book, nor

a simple process to change lifestyle habits; but it is our only hope to avoid the potential plagues

of the future.”

The book by J. E. Williams has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 21 people have provided feedback.
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